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MUSIC ARTISTS,
BANDS & 
CELEBRITY DJ’S



MUSIC ARTISTS & BANDS ROSTER
❑2 UNLIMITED
❑4th IMPACT
❑5IVE
❑A1
❑ANDREA FAUSTINI
❑ATOMIC KITTEN
❑BEN HAENOW
❑BLUE
❑BLAZIN SQUAD
❑BOYZLIFE
❑BTS
❑CAPPELLA
❑CASCADA
❑CHICO
❑CORONA
❑COVERDRIVE
❑CULTUREBEAT
❑DAMAGE
❑DONEL MANGENA
❑DR ALBAN
❑EAST17
❑GABRIELLE
❑GRACE DAVIES
❑HEATHER SMALL (THE VOICE OF M PEOPLE)

❑HADDAWAY
❑HONEYZ
❑ IBIZA ROCKS DJS
❑JAY JAMES
❑JAHMENE
❑JAKE QUICKENDEN
❑JAMES ARTHUR
❑JANICE ROBINSON
❑JEDWARD
❑JOE MCELDERRY
❑KATY B
❑KIM WILDE
❑LAWSON
❑LA BOUCHE
❑LEMAR
❑LIBERTY X
❑LOLLY
❑LOUISA JOHNSON
❑LUCY SPRAGGON
❑LUKE FRIEND
❑MATT LINNEN
❑MEL C
❑MICHAEL RICE

❑NETTA
❑N TRANCE
❑PALOMA FAITH
❑RAK-SU
❑RAY QUINN
❑REBECCA FERGUSON
❑REGGIE N BOLLIE
❑RIGHT SAID FRED
❑ROZALLA
❑RUTI
❑SAM BAILEY
❑SCLUB
❑SCOUTING FOR GIRLS
❑SHAYNE WARD
❑SINITTA
❑SO SOLID CREW
❑SONIA
❑T’PAU (CAROL DECKER)
❑TINCHY STRYDER
❑THE OVERTONES
❑UNION J
❑VENGA BOYS
❑WORLDS APART









CELEBRITY DJ’s

❑LEMAR
❑NATHAN DAWE 
❑MAJESTIC
❑JAGUAR SKILLS
❑M-22
❑FooR



LEM
AR

Lemar is one of the most successful male British solo artists of the last
decade, having had seven UK Top 10 singles and selling over two million
albums worldwide.

His awards include three MOBO Awards (two for Best UK male and one
for Best Album) and two BRIT Awards for Best British Urban Act.

Over the years, Lemar has shared the stage with Beyoncé, Lionel Richie,
Mary J Blige, George Benson, and Justin Timberlake, amongst others.

The multi-award winning performer is currently recording a new studio
album which is due for release later this year.
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ATH
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Nathan Dawe is taking on the world one show at a time.

The DJ / producer has perfected his sound, this ultra-effective lowslung
blend of garage rhythms and house textures.

Breakout single 'Cheatin' popped off in 2018, and this summer brings his
wicked new house bumper 'Repeat After Me’.

Out now, it's set to be followed by a full support slot alongside Craig
David, and as you can see his live sets are popping off...



M
AJESTIC

"DJ, producer, MC… Kiss FM’s Majestic does it all"

"DJ, producer, MC… Kiss FM’s Majestic does it all"
Having recently SHUT DOWN Ministry of Sound recently with DJ
Fresh, and guest played at their Birthday event, Majestic who
hosts the Thursday Night Show on KISS FM being the expert in
Grime, Garage, Bass & House for our souls of today.

Majestic features on Sigma’s album “LIFE” and is a huge part of the Sigma LIVE show as he performs their collaboration
“Lighters” across the worlds biggest festival stages including Glastonbury and Pukkelpop. Having also worked with
the likes of Steve Aoki, & Laidback Luke , Boy Better Know & many others. Man Like Maj has preformed at the biggest
festivals across the globe, tour down all of the worlds biggest clubs.



JAG
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The rise and rise of Jaguar Skills has been well documented. 
Honing his craft and love of music for the last 20 years Jag 
has remained true to his school and kept a mysterious edge to 
his character; with details of his real name, age and home 
town etc..



M
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M-22 is a British-German DJ and producer duo consisting of Matt James and Frank Sanders. On March 22, the
duo met, through a joint production, which is the reason for their stage name.

On March 22, 2015, the duo met during a joint production in Canada. James and Sanders liked each other
instantly. On the same day, they produced their first single, "Good to Be Loved". In April 2015, the duo released
the track "Sometime" which peaked in the UK Club Chart at #6. The song was selected by the Sarah-Jane
Crawford Show (BBC1 Xtra) as 'Record of the Week'. Their debut single was released on 22 May 2015 and
reached the iTunes Top 50 chart. On EDM.com, the song made it to #5 on its chart. Several DJs supported the
track; Tiësto, Don Diablo and Robin Schulz played the song several times in their radio shows.

Robin Schulz worked with M-22 and produced the song "Love Me Loud" featuring Aleesia. The song was
included in Schulz' 15-track album Sugar, released in August 2015.The duo produced remixes for Avicii, Sigala,
Sigma, Axwell & Ingrosso, Deepend and Sam Feldt.

Alongside Axwell and Ingrosso, they played at the Refune Label Night in Ibiza in August 2016. In October 2016,
they reached gold status in Sweden for their single, "Somewhere New".



Foor

FooR are a group of producers, musicians and DJs from the South coast. Over the past decade, they
have produced tracks and remixes under different aliases covering almost all genres of electronic
music. As DJs and musicians, they have played festivals, clubs and parties all around the world.
Before launching their own label and events brand this Summer; ‘FooRwd’, they release two
mixtapes. RwD is an old school garage mix hosted by MC Alasdair of the Artful Dodger – out now.
The second is FooRwD; made up of original and remixed music including a mix of Skepta’s ‘That’s Not
Me’, and new single Attention.

FooR’s first track was a reworking of the UK garage classic ’I’m Sorry’ with the incredible vocals of
Cameron Bloomfield. Since its premiere on Mistajam’s 1Xtra show, the track has received strong
support across Radio 1, 1Xtra and Kiss FM from Mistajam, Target, Phil Taggart, Cameo, Wideboys,
Majestic and Mike Delinquent. It has received over 97,000 plays on SoundCloud and since its launch
on Vevo it’s received over 119,000 plays/views and was added on the Kiss Fresh playlist.

Following this FooR released remixes of Whitney Houston’s – ‘How Will I Know’ & Ultra Nate ‘Free’
that both reached number 1 on the DJ city UK downloads chart, the Ultra Nate remix was the most
downloaded track on DJ City for the whole of January & reached number 2 in the 'Hype Machine
most popular' on twitter chart.



Additional celebrity dj’s

❑ Alex Mytton (MIC)
❑ Ashley Roberts
❑ Barney Harwood
❑ Becca Dudley (MTV)
❑ Bez (Happy Mondays)
❑ Ben Ofoedo
❑ Charli XCX
❑ CJ Beatz (1Xtra)
❑ Colin Peters (Ibiza Rocks)
❑ Danny Beck (Ibiza Rocks)
❑ Dave Benson Phillips
❑ DJ Luck & MC Neat
❑ DJ Pied Piper
❑ Dick & Dom
❑ DJ Ironik
❑ Gary Powell (The Libertines)
❑ Goldie Lookin Chain
❑ James Haskell (England Rugby player)
❑ Jamie Morrison (Stereophonics)
❑ Jaymi Hensley (Union J)
❑ K1R3Y (Ibiza Rocks)
❑ Laura Whitmore
❑ Lauren Layfield (Capital FM)
❑ Levi Roots

❑ Mani Hoffman
❑ Marcel Somerville
❑ Matt Edmonson
❑ Motiv8
❑ Nicola Bear (Ibiza Rocks)
❑ Oxide & Neutrino
❑ Panjabi MC
❑ Pat Sharp
❑ Paul Chuckle
❑ Rio Fredrika (Capital FM)
❑ Russell Lissack (Bloc Party)
❑ Shane Lynch (Boyzone)
❑ Shaun Ryder (Happy Mondays)
❑ Ten Story (Ibiza Rocks)
❑ The Feeling (Dan & Richard)
❑ This is England DJ set (Andrew Shim and Michael Socha)
❑ Tim Burgess (The Charlatans)
❑ The Kooks (Hugh and Luke)
❑ Tomcraft
❑ Ultrabeat
❑ Vogue Williams
❑ Warren Flanagan (KISSTORY)
❑ Will Cozens (Capital FM)



MUSIC ARTISTS, BANDS & CELEBRITY DJ’s ROSTER

PRICES ON REQUEST

*Artist fees vary on based on availability, dates, location, type of performance etc.

When making contact with TAINTED Ltd please supply us with as much vital information relating to the event 
date/s so we can liaise with the Artist Management/Labels etc to secure the best price, without a FULL breakdown 
of the event we will not be able to generate a quote.



TAINTED
Jacqueline & Kenneth Wallace
M: +44 (0)7951775225 (Jacqui)
M: +44 (0)7986683817 (Ken)
management@tainteduk.com

www.tainteduk.com 
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